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Abstract
New era is the age of 5G. The network has moved from the simple internet connection
towards advanced LTE connections and transmission. The information and communication
technology has reshaped telecommunication. For this, among many types of big data, Medical
Big Data is one of the most sensitive forms of data. Wavelet is a technical tool to reduce the size
of this data to make it available for the user for more time. It is also responsible for low latency
and high speed data transmission over the network. The key concern is the Medical Big Data
should be accurate and reliable enough so that the recommended treatment should be the
concerned one. This paper proposed the scheme to support the concept of data availability
without losing crucial information, via Wavelet the Medical Data compression and through SDN
supportive architecture by making data availability over the wireless network. Such scheme is
in favor of the efficient use of technology for the benefit of human beings in the support of
medical treatments.
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1. Introduction
With every passing day, there is more
increase in mobile phones and their
applications,
smart
devices,
sensors,
automated systems; therefore, the world has
become a global village not only for humans
but also for machines. The wireless network is
modified from connection of devices and web
services to the internet of things (IoT). Many
IoT [26] devices are working under Medical
Big Data support [14, 17]; many healthrelated applications are developed and are
automatically working without human
involvement [23]. The smart phone, with a
Heterogeneous environment (HetNet) has a
number of smart automatic applications. Since
there is a remarkable increase in Machine-toMachine (M2M) communication as well as
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Human-to-Machine (H2M) communication,
this thing makes the Medical Big Data a really
very big data. For a proper network traffic the
flow of Medical Big Data; and Network traffic
engineering [1, 23] for this MBD transmission
to the proper destination is very vast research
topic in many directions.
In this regard there are the data
reliability, maintenance, updating and
modification as the key concerns, since
Medical history is the most important
requirement at any time interval for a proper
diagnosis. Medical Big Data is available in
many forms like X-Rays, CT scan, MRI,
ECG, EEG and many more. This all data is
considered for every individual due to the fact
that medical related decisions are based upon
28
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this. Missing a single piece of information can
mislead the proper treatment. When this data
is made available over the internet models, for
example the cloud technologies, its reliability
is the most important issue; even security is
another concern. Just like in developing
countries E-Health is a very popular
technology. More work is still going on to
make these things work smoothly under one
platform.
Now a day’s more devices are made
available online. The automated systems
collect information and update it that makes it
a huge network traffic and the most useful
information to be available for more time. The
architecture which supports huge and fast
network traffic is Software Define Network
(SDN) [5] for 5G technology. It is flexible,
job-oriented, supportive and capable to
tolerate the high bandwidth utilization. It has
two separate planes [1, 2]. Such scheme is
suitable for huge number of devices with a
variety of operating systems, but all work
efficiently under one platform. The high speed
network with less time span is very much
favourable for the upcoming latest
technologies.
In future there will be much more
load of medical data over the network for the
companies concerned with technical health. In
advanced countries, there are organizations
working on health data management systems
in more refined and sophisticated ways.
The Fig. 1 shows SDN architecture indicating
separate levels of SDN for network
management by dividing the system into two
basic modes. They are connected by an
interface. The requests are fulfilled by
Controlled Plane. And the data plane focuses
only on the information. More and more
devices are involved to the network and their
efficiency is tried to entertain at the maximum
level.
The remaining part of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
brief introduction of wireless network
architecture with SDN and information
processing. It also relates the work with
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advancements made so far in order to increase
system efficiency. Section 3 clearly states the
problem definition and its importance. Section
4 states the proposed architecture along-with
its layout, compatibility and components that
emphasize its importance for adaption.
Section 5 shows the results and Section 6 is for
conclusion and limitations.

2. Background

Figure. 1: SDN Architecture Indicating Two
Planes

Soon after the discovery of internet
and device sharing, cloud technologies
became a very interesting and vital topic and
area of research. It is still a very informative
and innovative concern for new researchers.
When it is information over the cloud, the key
concern is the data availability and reliability.
Precisely, the Medical Big Data availability is
the most important concern. Its storage and
consultation cannot be maintained manually.
A. Motivation: Big Data is concerned
with huge increase in the data and since any
information related to medical sciences
compels the proper and necessary treatment
directions, so its every bit can’t be negligible.
The cloud mobile network is the hot favourite
area of discussion in practical technology lives
[7, 11, 20]. For smallest activities, human
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beings are being replaced by machines. This
thing has many advantages and disadvantages
at times; but in any case the concern is to focus
on the information saving and utilization
schemes. For this big data over wireless
network, this concept further improved the
management of a huge number of users and
originated SDN more popular which redirect
control and data plane separately. As a result
now we are having tones of data containing
the least relevant and proper information.
MBD Information is a key concern in
diagnosis and the suitable treatment of a
patient [20]. The basic purpose is to transfer
medical information from the source to
destination within a remarkable time, such
that there is no missing information and it is
useful at both ends. The information
communication architectures are now being
developed based upon Information Centric
Network (ICN) [13, 19], but, unfortunately,
the SDN architecture cannot directly support
ICN operations. Network Virtualization (NV)
[2] and Network Function Virtualization
(NFV) extended the utility of network beyond
traditional WMN [15, 16]. The ICN are
content-based networks that rely data flow
from IP to named-based content routing [10].
The SDN Controller [6] can provide the
network with programmable functions, such
as a load balancer, Network Address
Translation (NAT), firewall and specialpurpose routing protocol [10]. It is difficult to
access MBD all so efficiently and easily with
ordinary schemes. So for new network
architectures and schemes, network efficiency
and reliability is being improved gradually.
B. Related Works: For heavy
network traffic, especially wireless network,
cache management works efficiently for MBD
over Heterogeneous Networks. This is also
useful for medical Big Data. Cache is the
temporary memory which can store MBD in
the form of image and video files from one
source to anywhere in the network. The
Information Centric Networks structure
identifies and is aware of the context of a
request. The LTE Radio link [7] connection is
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strong platform and acts as a backbone but
sometimes its reliability is doubtful; thus the
cache aware networks [5] ensure content
availability.
Network is more effective using
SDN via NFV [11] that shares required
network functions virtually and globally,
extending network utility via MBD content
management [10,18]. An Information Centric
Network node has two basic functions: a)
caching function which caches a data. B) a
name-based routing function that routes a user
request and its corresponding response based
on the name of the data object.
Fig 2. Describes the basic network
infrastructure where Evolved Packet Core
(EPC) is the core network connection and
Long Term Evolution (LTE). Basic Network
Infrastructure backbone and radio link LTE is
responsible for increasing speed and capacity
together
with
core
network.
Such
infrastructure is very much helpful in MBD
transfer via SDN [11] for upcoming
technology. MBD from Controller to Base
Station (BS) and nodes eNodeB, a variety of
devices are receiving the requested MBD.

Figure. 2: MBD Storage in Wireless Network
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Most of the devices are working on different
platforms, hardware and software. The main
concern is to entertain every request and
maximize the cache hit ratio via Openflow
protocols
[10]
to
ensure
valuable
communications. To share traffic load in
tangible time, Coordinating cache [9] share
their MBD status with some neighbouring
cache. Specific content delivery networks [9].
(1)

Where H R is the Hit rate and MR is
the Miss rate. The equation 1 indicates the
efficiency of the medical data related wireless
network can be improved if the miss rate is
reduced. For load balancing it is most
important thing to access MBD smoothly
without blocking the network flow. In the past
it was the serious problem of redundancy [7,
8] but now instead of replicating data, only the
cache status is coordinated, dynamic cache
allocation [7], MBD via wavelet.

3. Problem Definition
In this smart world, we are
millionaires in data but starving in
information. MBD in the form of X-Ray
image, MRI, CT scan, ECG and video is
stored over wireless network. Information
centric network targets information instead of
IP address. For this purpose, the system
medical data in the form of information must
be shared to get the right access. It needs
proper storage for further efficient access
strategies. The actual problem is to digitize the
data and make it available to only the
concerned consultant. The patient doesn’t
need to keep the loads of medical history in
the form of manual files; but now to use the
advance technology to facilitate healthcare
improvement schemes. The actual scheme is
cooperative cache that share their status to
facilitate network. There are a number of
cache schemes implemented to improve the
system latency. For example, the increase in
size of network cached, implement on-path
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and off-path cache schemes, distributed cache
architecture,
coordinating
and
noncoordinating cache, content popularity and
network traffic. Along with these all
facilitating network schemes, the concern is
which data to store. The network
infrastructure is vast and versatile. The main
problem is how to store this critical medical
big data on wireless network to access it in
least latency. To activate more devices and
applications over the heavily functional
network, conversion of the Information
Centric Network to Information Critical
Network is the key concern in the proposed
system.

4. Architecture
In the proposed system, the
coordinating and dedicated cache will support
the query fulfilment up to as much maximum
level as possible. As the network is enriched
with a huge number of cache all over the
network, the Medical Big Data is set available
at a few nodes but not on all the nodes over the
network. The relevant data is made available
on some of the cache intelligently. Since, the
network Controller has all information of the
network, the dedicated cache reduces the
Controller load too. The Core network with
centralized cache and for Ad-Hoc network
coordinated cache. The Medical Big Data can
be observed under two schemes. One type of
data which utilize more bandwidth over the
network like multimedia or video data, such
type is the CT scan, MRI, etc. Another type of
medical-related data is image file and utilizes
low bandwidth like the X-Ray, ECG file,
Consultant report, etc.
A. Design Layout and Compatibility:
The distinct feature of the wireless network
architecture considered in this paper is to
reduce latency time by utilizing cache by an
intelligent manner. It means to apply the
medical data availability on the nearest or
early redirected cache. For a popular BS, the
number of cache hit rate is more due to the
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number of user equipment’s as compared to
the cache at isolated edge. Make some cache
as the dedicated cache for medical data
availability; and some cache as the content
aware cache.
The size reduction can be done using
Wavelets which is an excellent tool to
efficiently reduce the size of Medical Big Data
in a very reliable manner. It truncates more
useless part of the data and makes available
the information containing bites. Through this
way there is no more huge size of the
information and this way the required
information can be stored over the network
and can be accessed back without utilizing
more bandwidth.
The cache architecture is no doubt
coordinating and shares data but not every
cache is a status-sharing cache. The
coordinating cache architecture is quite
familiar and very well-known as before. It is
emphasized that the neighbouring cache of
every high bandwidth utilization data cache is
the coordination cache. This reduces the
network overload and flexible traffic
management. Thus most of the requests are
fulfilled thus improving cache hit rate.
B. Methodology: The Content
Centric Network is not aware of IP addressing
to fulfil requests efficiently and effectively.
More the miss rate means the poor network
efficiency. With normal network traffic with a
limited bandwidth, more miss rate will
increase load to receive request, time to search
the required data and acknowledgements
(most of the scenario).
The medical big data digitization will
make the data from ordinary and sensitive file
to a refined secure digital form. For example,
the considered images of X-ray file format are
selected. It can be seen that the normal X-ray
image represents the current state of a patient.
The chest X-ray is showing the lungs
condition, the spots at different places and the
dental X-ray shows the status of oral cavity
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and gums. Similarly the skull X-ray also
contains the critical information of head
region. It is not possible to make such
information available all the time, so the
advanced way is to make them available over
the wireless network, store it in the cache and
via SDN making cache coordinating and
sharing the status of dedicated cache all over
the network when needed.
Ordinary systems make such type of
situations end at the system malfunction at any
Table 1: Original and Wavelet Compressed
Image Formation

form like deadlock or snail network working.
S
er
#

Original Image

Compressed Image

1

2

3

Table 1 shows the images before and after the
image compression is done by using Wavelets
Compression. It can be seen that the image
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quality is almost the same as in the original
image. The three different types of images
were selected and processed and were found
almost as the same image. The difference in
the images is so negligible that we can rely on
the compressed image for decision making. So
such type of scheme for compression is
applicable on SDN technology. The network
for Medical Big Data accessing and
functioning efficiency can be observed by the
time utilization on average, this can be
calculated by:

(2)

Equation 2, where Tavg is average
time, h stands for hit rate, c stands for cache,
(1-h) is for miss rate, M stands for miss
penalty. The requesting device gets the hit
ratio for requested image. More the number of
devices needs more efficiency to maintain the
quality of network utilization. MBD available
at any of the network edges, for latest
technologies it is being struggled to reduce the
latency up to 1ms.
By this type of combination of
Medical Big data by Wavelets Compression
and this data flow over the network by SDN
architecture improves the network cache hit
ratio but when the request is not fulfilled, it is
redirected to the other destination instead of
declaring the failed query response. This
ensures least request dropout. It means less
miss ratio. The MBD Coordinated Cache in
terms of Euclidian Distance is a good
approach for accessing MBD in a better way
to ensure data availability. It is therefore,
(3)

From user equipment to content
directed cache, the Euclidian distance
including noise can be determined by equation
3. For the proposed system, dedicated cache
(where medical wavelet compressed data is
residing) is determined at the most busy base
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stations, determining the more number of hits,
the coordinating cache (which share the status
and path of medical data cache) will be the
average hit rate cache. This coordinating
cache will be determined by Euclidian
Distance. It will share the status from a
remarkable distance from other cache.

5. Results
The wireless network without
coordinating cache architecture for Medical
Big Data with heavy network shows poor
performance and less hit rate. Even if the
medical data availability is made possible at
different dedicated terminals; involving the
Controller to dedicated cache and/or cache,
and also the dedicated cache to cache
coordination. Requests are thus redirected to
only the concerned cache. This will increase
system efficiency and improve the system
latency time. The systems developing under
SDN architecture with cache support are
either coordinating cache based or dedicated
cache based. But for Medical Big Data using
this dedicated, coordinating cache, the latency
reduction with proper information access
improves the network efficiency. Such system
supports the medical smart devices; wavelets
ensure the minimization of data loss and data
reliability in time and frequency domains. So
this scheme is efficient in many aspects when
implemented.
The graph determines the change in
network performance when we change the
number of cache for Medical Big Data
availability. This is with general data
orientation. It shows here blue line means hit
rate for request response hit rate and green line
means cache status sharing with neighbouring
and it improved the performance. For about
200 cache the system performance is tested.
The system hit rate is increased when
the heavy video medical data compressed via
Wavelet compression is kept at farther cache
and dense and more image Wavelet
compressed data is stored near to user
equipment. The system is tested in three ways.
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Test 1: When there is simple request
response from cache assuming performance is
30 percent improved.
Test 2: When the cache redirects
request towards SDN controller assuming
performance is 55 percent improved.
Test 3: When there is dedicated
coordinating cache assuming performance is
75 percent improved.
The increasing in number of cache
reduces network load, the coordinating cache
further reduces the network load by sharing
the status and dedicated distributed
coordinating cache not only shares its status
but the dedicated cache has the status of subnet or neighbouring cache. This means
dedicated Medical Big Data storage in cache.
From equation 2 and 3, applying K- Nearest
Neighbour algorithm, the system efficiency is
noticeably improved and is represented by the
following graph. Here, the blue lines show the
best performance due to coordinated cache
and easily approachable Medical Big Data for
user equipment.
Systems focusing MBD via advance
LTE telecommunication systems are most
concerned systems. It is tried to develop the
systems which are most facilitating for the
patient-consultant relationship. It will reduce
decision time, towards least complications and

(pp. 28 - 36)

improve early diagnosis. In network dedicated
coordinated content cache in distributed and
wireless network systems is a smart scheme
which can improve information retrieval
while ensuring quality management. This is
the backbone of health-based ideal systems.

6. Conclusion
Wireless Network technologies are
improving the quality of life in different ways.
The health quality improvement is a basic
need for a productive society. For this
concern, the medical big data availability from
patient report generation to consultant is an
important task. Using SDN technology and
high speed network bandwidth utilization, the
tele-health systems are being developed which
the aim to maintain all medical health related
all data for a proper diagnosis.
Keeping wireless technology as a
backbone, SDN as a service-oriented
technology, patient as a data-generating
source, the low latency approach by reducing
the size of medical data, its availability on
distributed, dedicated and coordinating cache
will help the treatment technologies in coming
days.

7. Limitations and Future Work
The proposed system provides an
efficient approach for MBD in network cache
systems via distributed coordinating cache
scheme. It is efficient to access information
via considering low latency and system
reliability. However, what data to exactly
store, how to maintain data quality and storing
more data within a limited cache, is still to be
explored.
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